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Abstract 
In any subject, it goes without saying that enhancing students’ motivation is essential in developing their 
academic abilities.  Although a variety of teaching methods are being developed, they don’t work well 
without adequate consideration of how to motivate students’ learning as well as students’ autonomous 
learning.  This article reports on an attempt to provide two kinds of assignment to develop autonomous 
learning behavior. One of the assignments is an English-Japanese translation and the other one is a short 
presentation about the usage of basic English verbs. The paper explains how they were structured and 
conducted. Students’ attitudes and reactions towards them are reported, along with suggestions how to 
promote students’ motivation. The paper confirms the importance of guided self-study and the impor-
tance of the teachers’ role as a facilitator of students’ educational development.
　







































































































利用したのはGraded Readersの2冊“The Lady of The 
Tiger”（Compass Publishing）と，“Inspector Rogan”
（Cambridge University Press）である。1冊目の“The 


































bring feel leave see
call find make spend
catch get move study
come give pay take
do go put turn
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